
May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Elfie Glaubitt
12 Angell St
Irvine, CA 92612-2121



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Marianne Shriver
21 W Pomegranate Rd
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275-5912



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Dianne Sax
826 Commonwealth Ave
Venice, CA 90291-2806



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Alicia Salazar
3436 E 2nd St
Los Angeles, CA 90063-2916



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jack Fromkin
8508 Lookout Mountain Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90046-1814



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Douglas Mccormick
23602 Via Paloma
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92679-4123



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Karla Figueroa
11934 Old Rvr Sch Rd Apt la
Downey, CA 90242-2141



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Michael McNamara



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Dave Billingsley
338 Vista Madera
Newport Beach, CA 92660-3501



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Mary Jo Bradshaw
4373 Falcon Ave
Long Beach, CA 90807-2502



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Angeles Chapter



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Sheila Decora
6350 Willoughby Ave Apt 4
Los Angeles, CA 90038-2557



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Alegria Maron
5055 Buffalo Ave
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-1432



May 3, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

No shortcuts! We live close enough that any nuclear incident would
reduce the value of our home and tens of thousands of our neighbors'
homes.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

robert keenan

CA 92691-2205



May 6, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Clea Markman
5804 Abernathy Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90045-1620



May 6, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

MYRON GOLDENBERG
22726 Mulholland Dr
Woodland Hills, CA 91364-4942



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Astrid Preston
920 Centinela Ave
Santa Monica, CA 90403-2340



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Leigh Adams
1045 Dolores Dr
Altadena, CA 91001-1742



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Steve Verdon
1480 Landa St
Los Angeles, CA 90031-1025



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Harold A Jackson Jr
1234 Douglass Dr
Pomona, CA 91768-1312



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Wendy Suhr
817 Chautauqua Blvd
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-3802



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Mary Cross
2337 Bryan Ave
Venice, CA 90291-4711



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ceri Falk
1632 Van Home Ln
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-4736



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Lori Thayer
26871 Anadale Dr
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-7564



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jessica Likens
8137 Santa Inez Way
Buena Park, CA 90620-3156



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Adam Trauger
5160 E Atherton St Apt 83
Long Beach, CA 90815-3947



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.
Thank you for your attention to these concerns,
Tippi and Neal Dobrofsky
Santa Monica, Ca 90403

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Tippi Dobrofsky



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

scott alan
383 3rd St Apt 207
Laguna Beach, CA 92651-2313



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Vicky Tsoi
2911 Colorado Ave Apt A
Santa Monica, CA 90404-6877



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Albert Mooney
6933 Willis Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91405-3860



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Barbara Williamson
335 Woodland P1
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-2119



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jered Cargman
2125 Dellwood Ln
Los Angeles, CA 90077-2407



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Heather Worrell
29500 Heathercliff Rd
Malibu, CA 90265-4162



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert'
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Andrew Rhoades
10240 Camarillo St Apt 209
Toluca Lake, CA 91602-1649



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Matt Thomas
star
Huntington Beach, CA 92646-6514



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Dee Ann Newkirk
Abc st
Los Angeles, CA 90048



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Meira Archie
4879 Fountain Ave # 48
Los Angeles, CA 90029-1655



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Diane Villard
32371 Alipaz St
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675-4122



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Please hear our requests and honor them

Rhoda Gemignani

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Rhoda Gemignani
12938 Valleyheart Dr Apt 7
Studio City, CA 91604-1912



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Rhen Kohan
31061 Via Santo Tomas
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675-2241



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Dan Beard
16804 Sausalito Dr
Whittier, CA 90603-1746



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Stephanie Satie
16600 Hamlin St
Van Nuys, CA 91406-5615



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Evangelina Contreras
4540 Lindsey Ave
Pico Rivera, CA 90660-2026



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

J P
765 Weyburn P1
Los Angeles, CA 90024-2869



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Joanne Watchie
330 Cordova St Unit 376
Pasadena, CA 91101-4663



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Mary Barker
2550 E Avenue I Spc 47
Lancaster, CA 93535-1018



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Lonnie Sheinart
12108 Ivy Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90064-3521



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Adam Makhluf
1433 S Bentley Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025-3406



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Kelly Fischer
2625 Riverside Ter
Los Angeles, CA 90039-4012



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's rgquest to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Dale Evilsizer
42424 62nd St W
Quartz Hill, CA 93536-4522



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Maja Szachniewicz
5455 Sylmar Ave Apt 1001
Sherman Oaks, CA 91401-5114



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Karen Rocchio
607 N Harper Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90048-2224



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Joeanna Rash
525 E Seaside Way Unit 910
Long Beach, CA 90802-8008



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called. "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jorge Rivas
1661 S Oxford Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90006-5101



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

steven carr
10016 E Avenue S6
Littlerock, CA 93543-2010



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Joeanna Rash
525 E Seaside Way Unit 910
Long Beach, CA 90802-8008



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jerry Wolf Duff Sellers
18540 Plummer St
Northridge, CA 91324-2208



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Pamela Barton-Erdahl
3762 Carmel Ave
Irvine, CA 92606-1718



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jacqueline Dunigan
21748 Ulmus Dr
Woodland Hills, CA 91364-5255



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 20 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Durnford King
2432 7th St Unit 5
Santa Monica, CA 90405-3823



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Theodore Snyder
12726 Daryl Ave
Granada Hills, CA 91344-1062



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Jayne Pitchford
1144 12th St Apt 205
Santa Monica, CA 90403-5470



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

It's time that the government "of business, for business, and by
business" revert to the citizenry. It's wrong to take any action
that could endanger the populace. Laws are in place, and it's
unconscionable they be ignored for a business' profit.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

A Oreilly
3090 Via Serena
Laguna Woods, CA 92637



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Kathryn Santana
221.8 High Mesa Dr
Bradbury, CA 91008-1218



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Richard Flood
19031 Pauline Ln
Huntington Beach, CA 92646-2310



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Leopoldo Arguello
2243 S Towner St
Santa Ana, CA 92707-3141



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Stacy Kamin
PO Box 49306
Los Angeles, CA 90049-0306



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Linda Pernot
3342 Newton St
Torrance, CA 90505-6612



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Linda Joeth
420 Mendoza Ter
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625-2611



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Judith Schwafel
4043 Meier St
Los Angeles, CA 90066-5719



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Liz Wexler
21319 Las Pilas Rd
Woodland Hills, CA 91364-5912



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Barbara & John Goldthwait
21273 Entrada Rd
Topanga, CA 90290-3536



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Suzanne Cooper
2348 W 30th St
Los Angeles, CA 90018-2948



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Angela Vanthaneeyakul
1029 S 5th Ave
Arcadia, CA 91006-4331



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

G Hauser
1382 Chamberlain Rd
Pasadena, CA 91103-2310



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Victoria Brandon
9311 Bianca Ave
Northridge, CA 91325-2407



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Thomas Drescher
443 N Harper Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90048-2220



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Fernando Christensen
6477 Lexington Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90038-1511



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ron Iacopucci
530 S Francisca Ave
Redondo Beach, CA 90277-4241



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Gail Mackenzie-Smith
4126 Edenhurst Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90039-1306



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

A Sugerman
3576 Dixie Canyon Ave
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4822



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Keith Burgoyne
5702 Meinhardt Rd
Westminster, CA 92683-24'25



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Sheri Lesser
5808 Abernathy Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90045-1620



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Susan Walp
1234 El Mirador Dr
Pasadena, CA 91103-2722



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Thomas Burns
45 Hollyleaf
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656-2129



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
deciaion. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Nicholas Aquino
500 W Temple St
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2713



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Kirk Margo
11127 La Maida St Unit 33
North Hollywood, CA 91601-4534



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

J Thomas Strout
13633 Philadelphia St
Whittier, CA 90601-4420



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Akemi Imai
703 Locust St
Pasadena, CA 91101-1660



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Lyndsey Smith
2205 Via Gavilan
San Clemente, CA 92673-5643



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre,
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Kathleen Yanakis
25760 Perlman P1
Stevenson Ranch, CA 91381-2369



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Cynthia Frederick
xxx
Pasadena, CA 91104-2122



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Maricela Padilla
1037 E 24th St
Los Angeles, CA 90011-1616



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Patricia Campbell
2366 Monte Vista St
Pasadena, CA 91107-2518



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Remy Dixon
7013 Willis Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91405-3027



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Katrina Belskus
Ramona Way
Garden Grove, CA 92840



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Ramin Mortazavi
3310 North Bound Street
Agoura Hills, CA 91376



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Suzanne Darweesh
2104 Hilltop Ct
Fullerton, CA 92831-1311



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Joshua Sapkin
928 N Malden Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832-1237



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Robert Wisehart
1710 E. Ave. R-3
Palmdale, CA 93550-5472



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Julie Levine
20569 Cheney Dr
Topanga, CA 90290-3715



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

J. Maricondo
25081 Calle Playa Unit E
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-7325



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing'that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Joshua Sapkin
928 N Malden Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832-1237



May 2, 2013

Ms Cindy Bladey
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms Bladey,

The comments that follow are regarding Docket ID NRC20130070.

We ask that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take no action that
could lead to a restart of the San Onofre nuclear power plant before
the Commission completes a comprehensive investigation and provides
full opportunity for public participation and independent expert
testimony.

Southern California Edison (SCE) is attempting to shortcut the license
review process by calling on the NRC to make a fast-track restart
decision. We and other environmental groups have joined with U.S.
Senator Boxer and U.S. Representative Markey in urging the NRC not to
follow such a course.

We were deeply disturbed when on April 10 the NRC staff disregarded
numerous statements of concern and announced a "preliminary
finding" that a San Onofre restart at 70% power posed no
significant safety risk.

We join a wide range of concerned citizens and public officials in
believing that a full and transparent review of the failed San Onofre
generators is essential before the NRC considers any potential restart
at either partial or full power of the failed generator.

We support Senator Boxer, Chair of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, who stated on April 10, 2013: "The NRC staff proposal,
which could pave the way for the restart of the San Onofre nuclear
power plant before the investigations of the crippled plant are
completed, is dangerous and premature."

Given the recent failure of tubes that carry radioactive water,
speeding restart of San Onofre through a so-called "license
amendment" that shortcuts procedures is totally inappropriate.
SCE's request to weaken its license requirements was made despite
evidence showing that there could be a significant hazard from the
operation of the deficient steam generators.

Given the troubled history and current condition of the plant and the
raised level of public concern, the public deserves a full review by
the NRC of conditions at San Onofre before it considers a restart of
either failed generator.

I support the call by the Sierra Club for the NRC to block any restart
of the failed San Onofre generators at this time, and to conduct a
comprehensive and open review process.

Thank you for your attention to these concerns.

Lisa Kelly
16936 Vose St
Van Nuys, CA 91406-3611


